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Lesson 27 
 

 
 
 
  Lesson Word Part 
   --tort-- “twist” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Word List 
1.   relinquish   6.   retort 
2.   renegade   7.   revere 
3.   reprimand  8.   reverie 
4.   reputable   9.   ruddy 
5.   residue            10.  rudiment(s) 
 
 
 
 
Part I:  Match the lesson word with its definition. 

 

______1.   relinquish A.   one who abandons or rejects a group or  
   allegiance; outlaw 

______2. renegade B. having a good reputation; respectable 
 
______3. reprimand C. rules; beginning or early state; organ or part 
   that is not completely developed 

______4. reputable D. to hold in deepest respect and affection 
 
______5. residue E. of or having a healthy redness; tinged with red 
 
______6. retort F. to make a sharp or witty reply; pay back 
 
______7. revere G. that which remains after the main part is  
   taken away 

______8. reverie H. to give over possession or control of; yield; 
   abandon 

______9. ruddy I. to reprove sharply or formally; scold 
 
_____10. rudiment(s) J. fanciful musing, especially of happy, pleasant 
   things; daydream 
 

 
 

 
Mr. Briganti is a well-liked, reputable businessman. 
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Part II:  Lesson Word Part    In the blank, write the descendant of —tort—next to its definition. 

 

contortionist        distort        extort        tortuous      
tortoise      torch        torment    

 
____________________11.  Literally, this animal is “the reptile with the twisted feet.” 
 
____________________12. to twist or bend out of shape; literally “to twist apart” 
 
____________________13. flaming light consisting of a stick of resinous wood or some 
  inflammable substance wound (twisted) around the end of a 
  stick 

____________________14. to worry, annoy, or aggravate excessively; literally to “twist,” 
  causing pain 

____________________15. having many twists, turns, or bends; winding; devious 
 
____________________16. a person who twists and bends his body into unnatural  
  positions 

____________________17. to obtain (something) by threats, force, abuse of authority, or 
  other type of oppression; literally “to twist out” 
 
 
Part III:  Etymologies 
18.     The ancestor of this lesson word is from the Latin combination of re--, meaning 
 “back,” and linquere, meaning “to leave.”  Write the word with the literal meaning of 
 “to leave behind.”  

______________________________ 
 

19.    The lesson word revere is a descendant of the Latin revereri, meaning “to fear; to 
 stand in awe of.”   Which of the following words can also claim revereri as its 
 ancestor? 
 

revenue     reverberate     reverend __________________________________ 
 

 
 
Part IV:   Fill in the blank in each sentence with the correct lesson word. 

20.   Billy the Kid was a much romanticized _________________________________of the 
 Old West. 
 
21. After a day in the sun, Paige’s normally ___________________________complexion 
 turns even redder. 
 
22. Mr. Ross decided to _____________________________the club presidency because 
 it was taking too much of his time. 
 
23. After one learns the ____________________________of operating a computer, more 
 complicated programs are not so frightening. 
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24. Except for the ______________________________of a few grass clippings, we have 
 finished grooming the lawn. 
 
25. I ___________________________________Ms. Bryant because she is a patient and 
 understanding teacher. 
 
26. The soldier was given a severe _______________________________for his failure to 
 follow orders. 
 
27. It’s important to deal with a __________________________________individual when 
 having a car repaired. 
 
28. A loud argument next door interrupted my ______________________________about 
 living on a tropical island. 
 
 
 
 
Part V:  From the parentheses, choose the word or phrase that is a synonym for or has the same   

        meaning as the lesson word and write it in the blank. 
 

____________________29. renegade   (vagabond,     casualty,     outlaw) 
 
____________________30. ruddy  (obnoxious,     reddish,     painted) 
 
____________________31. retort  (sharp reply,   mechanical problem,  incorrect answer) 
 
____________________32. residue   (inhabitant,     remains,     repayment) 
 
____________________33. reverie   (wandering about,     listening intensely,     pleasant 
       thoughts) 
 

 
In my reverie, I am befriended by a computer alien who 

does my homework and programs my brain with 
retorts for my brother’s renegade mouth. 
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